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Ventura County Star: Study Links Wildfire Smoke to Heart Attacks 
Smoke exposure from massive wildfires may ramp up the risk of heart attacks, heart failure and coronary 
disease, according to a new study. Researchers from UC San Francisco, the California Department of 
Public Health and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reviewed more than 1 million emergency 
room visits in eight different California air basins in 2015. During a fire season that saw more than 
800,000 acres burned, they found risks of several heart issues appeared to rise particularly high for 
people 65 and older. (Kisken, 4/21) 

The San Diego Union-Tribune: County Concerned About Rise in Wound Botulism Cases 
Among Heroin Users; First Death Reported 
A death and six cases in only one month has San Diego County’s public health department sounding an 
ever-louder alarm about wound botulism among the region’s black tar heroin users. According to the 
latest update from the county Health and Human Services Agency, released Friday afternoon, a 67-year-
old man died recently despite being treated with antitoxin after he was hospitalized with botulism 
symptoms, which can range from double vision and slurred speech to drooping eyelids and difficulty 
swallowing. (Sisson, 4/20) 

The Associated Press: State Auditor: California Doing a Poor Job on Homelessness 
California is doing a poor job of sheltering the nation's largest homeless population and needs to provide 
statewide leadership to address the problem, the state auditor said Thursday in a report that also singled 
out problems with homeless services in Los Angeles County. California has approximately 134,000 
homeless people, about 24 percent of the nation's total homeless population, and Los Angeles County 
has the most within the state, an audit summary said. (4/19) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The New York Times: Trump Plan Would Cut Back Health Care Protections for 
Transgender People 
The Trump administration says it plans to roll back a rule issued by President Barack Obama that 
prevents doctors, hospitals and health insurance companies from discriminating against transgender 
people. Advocates said the change could jeopardize the significant gains that transgender people have 
seen in access to medical care, including gender reassignment procedures — treatments for which many 
insurers denied coverage in the past. (Pear, 4/21) 

The Hill: Trump Admin Announces Abstinence-Focused Overhaul of Teen Pregnancy 
Program 
The Trump administration will shift federal funding aimed at reducing teen pregnancy rates to programs 
that teach abstinence. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) announced Friday the 
availability of grants through the Teen Pregnancy Prevention Program, (TPPP) a grant program created 
under former President Obama that funds organizations and programs working to reduce teen pregnancy 
rates. (Hellmann, 4/20) 
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MARKETPLACE 

Modern Healthcare: Hospitals Cry Foul and Sue Anthem Over New Policies 
County courtrooms are no strangers to contract disputes between local hospitals and insurers. Lately, 
though, they've had some big cases dropped in their laps as hospitals owned by HCA Healthcare, 
Sentara Healthcare and Piedmont Healthcare take health insurance giant Anthem to court over its new 
policies that restrict outpatient imaging and emergency department reimbursement. Typically, state courts 
hear arguments pertaining to relatively minor contract disputes, such as coverage of one particular drug, 
for example, said David Honig, an attorney with the healthcare law firm Hall Render. These cases, by 
contrast, are much larger in scope. (Bannow, 4/21) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

California Healthline: Study: Nearly Three-Quarters of Commonly Used Medical Scopes 
Tainted by Bacteria 
In an ominous sign for patient safety, 71 percent of reusable medical scopes deemed ready for use on 
patients tested positive for bacteria at three major U.S. hospitals, according to a new study. The paper, 
published last month in the American Journal of Infection Control, underscores the infection risk posed by 
a wide range of endoscopes commonly used to peer deep into the body. It signals a lack of progress by 
manufacturers, hospitals and regulators in reducing contamination despite numerous reports of superbug 
outbreaks and patient deaths, experts say. (Terhune, 4/23) 

Stat: How Vaccine Experts Weigh Benefits for Many Against Risks for a Few 
Vaccines protect huge numbers of people, generally children, from serious diseases, but in rare cases, 
certain vaccines can tragically cause harm. How do those scientists figure out which to value more? This 
dilemma was at the center of last week’s decision by an expert committee advising the World Health 
Organization to sharply scale back use of a controversial vaccine called Dengvaxia, the first to protect 
against dengue infection. (Branswell, 4/23) 

NPR: Cannabis Extract's Popularity Gets Ahead of the Science 
As more states legalize marijuana, there's growing interest in a cannabis extract — cannabidiol, also 
known as CBD. It's marketed as a compound that can help relieve anxiety — and, perhaps, help ease 
aches and pains, too. Part of the appeal, at least for people who don't want to get high, is that CBD 
doesn't have the same mind-altering effects as marijuana, since it does not contain THC, the 
psychoactive component of the plant. (Aubrey, 4/23) 

NPR: Teens Cyberbully Themselves as a New Type of Self-Harm 
During the stressful teen years, most adolescents experience emotional highs and lows, but for more than 
20 percent of teenagers, their worries and sad feelings turn into something more serious, like anxiety or 
depression. Studies show that 13 percent to 18 percent of distressed teens physically injure themselves 
via cutting, burning or other forms of self-harm as a way to cope with their pain. Recent research and 
clinical psychologists now suggest that some adolescents are engaging in a newer form of self-
aggression — digital self-harm. They're anonymously posting mean and derogatory comments about 
themselves on social media. (Fraga, 4/21) 
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WOMEN’S HEALTH 

The New York Times: New York to Expand Use of Doulas to Reduce Childbirth Deaths 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo announced on Sunday a series of initiatives aimed at addressing a disturbingly 
high rate of maternal mortality among black women, who are four times more likely to die in childbirth than 
white women in New York State, according to a study released last year. The plan includes a pilot 
program that will expand Medicaid coverage for doulas, birth coaches who provide women with physical 
and emotional support during pregnancy and childbirth. (Ferre-Sadurni, 4/22) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

Bloomberg: Drugmaker Group Sets Lobbying Record 
The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America spent $9.96 million on federal lobbying, 
according to disclosures filed Friday with the government. The trade group increased its spending by 
nearly $2 million from the same period in 2017, when it also set a quarterly record. Bayer Corp., AbbVie 
Inc., Sanofi US, Novo Nordisk A/S and Celgene Corp all reached new highs in their spending as well. 
Spending on lobbying was reported twice a year until 2008. (Brody and Edney, 4/20) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: California, Coffee and Cancer: One of These Doesn’t Belong 
About two-thirds of smokers will die early from cigarette-based illnesses. Cigarettes are also very 
addictive. Because of this, it seems reasonable to place warnings on their labels. If a Los Angeles 
Superior Court judge has his way, California businesses will have to put similar warnings on something 
else that can be addictive, coffee. His ruling, which is being challenged by coffee producers, is harder to 
justify in terms of health — if it can be justified at all. (Aaron E. Carroll, 4/23) 
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Sacramento Bee: CA Gubernatorial Candidates Debate Single-Payer Health Care 
Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom, the frontrunner for California governor says he "doesn't see an alternative" to a 
taxpayer-financed single-payer health care system run by state government. If California doesn't 
drastically reshape the way health care is financed and delivered, he said, soaring health care costs will 
create a fiscal emergency that could bankrupt the nation's wealthiest and most populous state. (Hart, 
4/24) 

Los Angeles Times: With Money Tied Up in Court, California Lawmakers Try Again with 
New Plan to Spend $2 Billion on Homeless Housing 
A measure to spend $2 billion on housing homeless Californians could be on the November statewide 
ballot. State Sen. Kevin de León (D-Los Angeles) is pushing the idea to deal with what he said was a 
“burgeoning humanitarian crisis whose epicenter is here in California.” De León’s new measure is a do-
over for a 2016 plan passed by the Legislature to redirect $2 billion toward building homeless housing 
from a voter-approved 1% income tax surcharge on millionaires that funds mental health services. (Dillon, 
4/24) 

Ventura County Star: Medi-Cal Commissioners Say Pay Rates Won't Rise 
Local Medi-Cal commissioners said Monday night they won't increase reimbursements to independent 
pharmacists, citing a consultant's findings that current rates are within industry norms. The news came 
after a closed-door session of the Ventura County Medi-Cal Managed Care Commission that followed a 
long public meeting. In the open session, pharmacists said what they've been telling commissioners for 
months: Low reimbursement rates are causing them to lose money and will soon push many of them out 
of business. (Kisken, 4/23) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

Politico: Ronny Jackson’s VA Nomination on the Rocks 
Republicans and Democrats alike have been talking over the weekend, and in person on Monday, about 
the potential for allegations to derail Jackson’s nomination, senators said. But the nature of discussions 
now going on about the material is “conversational,” said Sen. Thom Tillis (R-N.C.). Tillis suggested that 
the Jackson confirmation hearing scheduled for Wednesday may be "pushed back pending a review of 
some of this stuff that, like I said, I've only heard on a conversational basis. I think that's where we'll 
spend our time this week." (Everett and Schor, 4/23) 

The Associated Press: CDC Chief Makes $375K, Far Exceeding His Predecessors’ Pay 
The new head of the nation’s top public health agency is getting paid nearly twice what his predecessor 
made and far more than other past directors, government officials confirmed. Dr. Robert Redfield Jr., 66, 
has long career as a top HIV researcher, but he had no experience working in public health or managing 
a public health agency. The U.S. government is paying him $375,000 a year to run the Atlanta-based 
CDC. That’s nearly twice the annual compensation given to Dr. Brenda Fitzgerald, who had the job for six 
months before resigning in January. Her annual pay rate was $197,300. (Stobbe, 4/23) 
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HEALTH LAW 

Kaiser Health News: 4 New Hardship Exemptions Let Consumers Avoid ACA Penalty for 
Not Having Health Insurance 
There are already more than a dozen reasons people can use to avoid paying the penalty for not having 
health insurance. Now the federal government has added four more “hardship exemptions” that let people 
off the hook if they can’t find a marketplace plan that meets not only their coverage needs but also 
reflects their view if they are opposed to abortion. It’s unclear how significant the impact will be, policy 
analysts said. That’s because the penalty for not having health insurance will be eliminated starting with 
tax year 2019, so the new exemptions will mostly apply to penalty payments this year and in the previous 
two years. (Andrews, 4/24) 

MARKETPLACE 

Modern Healthcare: Humana Looks to Build the Country's Largest Hospice Operator 
The same trio in December announced plans to buy Kindred Healthcare for $4.1 billion and split it into 
two companies, with TPG and Welsh taking over its long-term care hospitals and inpatient rehabilitation 
facilities. All three will operate Kindred's hospice, home health and community care businesses. Humana 
will own a 40% stake in the latter venture. Once both deals are complete, the companies said they plan to 
combine Curo and Kindred's hospice business to create what will be the country's largest hospice 
operator. (Bannow, 4/23) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Los Angeles Times: In Human Cells, Scientists Find DNA That Looks Like a Twisted Knot 
Instead of a Double Helix 
Biology textbooks may be due for a rewrite. For the first time, scientists have detected a DNA structure 
inside living human cells that looks more like a four-stranded knot than the elegant double helix we 
learned about in school. The tangled shape, known as an i-motif, had been seen before in the lab, but few 
researchers expected it to occur in human cells. The new work shows not only that i-motifs do indeed 
exist in human cells, but that they may be quite common. (Netburn, 4/23) 

WOMEN’S HEALTH 

ProPublica: Redesigning Maternal Care: OB-GYNs are Urged to See New Mothers Sooner 
and More Often 
Doctors would see new mothers sooner and more frequently, and insurers would cover the increased 
visits, under sweeping new recommendations from the organization that sets standards of care for 
obstetrician-gynecologists in the U.S. The 11-page “committee opinion” on “Optimizing Postpartum Care,” 
released today by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, represents a fundamental 
reimagining of how providers, insurers and patients can work together to improve care for women after 
giving birth. (Martin, 4/23) 
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San Jose Mercury News: Study: Mothers' Weight Linked to Daughters' Early Puberty 
We all remember going through puberty, though some of us might like to forget. Now imagine starting that 
formative transition — developing breasts or pubic hair — at 6 years old, just as you’re starting first grade. 
Now new research has found a likely cause: The heavier the mom-to-be, the more likely her daughter will 
bloom early, according to a study by the Kaiser Permanente Department of Research. (Lanese, 4/23) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

Stat: DEA Plan to Stem Supply of Prescription Drugs Draws Skepticism 
With pressure building on the Drug Enforcement Administration to stem the supply of prescription drugs, 
a new proposal aims to empower the agency to more aggressively limit manufacturing levels and to put 
hundreds of drug makers on notice. It’s not yet clear whether the proposal will achieve either goal. 
According to a rule introduced last week, the DEA would be able to tighten overall quotas and individual 
quotas issued to manufacturers if it suspects supplies are being diverted for misuse — particularly in 
cases of “pill dumping.” (Facher, 4/24) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Bloomberg: Trump's Promising Plan to Link Welfare to Work 
President Donald Trump’s “Executive Order on Reducing Poverty in America” has produced the expected 
political reactions. Because it focuses on saving taxpayer money and strengthening work requirements 
for federal programs, many conservatives are celebrating it, while many progressives have attacked it as 
punitive and dehumanizing. (Cass R. Sunstein, 4/24) 
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The Associated Press: Study: California Gun Deaths Declined Between 2000 and 2015 
Gun deaths have fallen in California over a 16-year period ending in 2015, driven largely by a decline in 
gang violence and falling homicide rates among black and Hispanic male victims, a recent study of 
firearm violence has found. Researchers at the University of California, Davis published their findings in 
the May issue of the journal Annals of Epidemiology after reviewing 50,921 firearm deaths recorded in 
California between 2000 and 2015. The University provided the study results on Monday. (4/24) 

San Francisco Chronicle: A Warning on Health-Care Price Setting as Envisioned by 
AB3087 
AB3087 proposes to task an independent state agency with setting payment rates for all health-care 
providers. Such authority conveys substantial power to alter the market. However, the temptation for 
regulators to overreach presents a threat to rate setting’s success. (Clemens and Ippolito, 4/24) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The Associated Press: Mixed Signals from Trump on VA Nominee as Allegations Build 
A watchdog report requested in 2012 and reviewed by The Associated Press found that Jackson and a 
rival physician exhibited “unprofessional behaviors” as they engaged in a power struggle over the White 
House medical unit. The six-page report by the Navy’s Medical Inspector General found a lack of trust in 
the leadership and low morale among staff members, who described the working environment as “being 
caught between parents going through a bitter divorce.” “There is a severe and pervasive lack of trust in 
the leadership that has deteriorated to the point that staff walk on ‘eggshells,’” the assessment found. 
(Yen, Miller and Thomas, 4/25) 

The New York Times: F.D.A. Cracks Down on ‘Juuling’ Among Teenagers 
Recognizing what it called “the troubling reality” that electronic cigarettes have become “wildly popular 
with kids,” the Food and Drug Administration on Tuesday announced a major crackdown on the vaping 
industry, particularly on the trendy Juul devices, aimed at curbing sales to young people. The agency said 
it had started an undercover sting operation this month targeting retailers of Juuls, including gas stations, 
convenience stores and online retailers like eBay. So far, the F.D.A. has issued warning letters to 40 that 
it says violated the law preventing sales of vaping devices to anyone under 21. (Zernike, 4/24) 

OPIOID CRISIS 

Los Angeles Times: This Engineered Painkiller Works Like an Opioid but Isn't Addictive 
in Animal Tests 
Sometimes forgotten in the spiraling U.S. crisis of opiate abuse is a clinical fact about narcotic pain 
medications: addiction is basically an unwanted side effect of drugs that are highly effective at blunting 
pain. Addiction, of course, is a particularly dangerous and disruptive side effect, since it hijacks a patient's 
brain and demands escalating doses of opioid drugs to hold withdrawal symptoms at bay. (Healy, 4/24) 
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The Hill: Senate Health Panel Approves Opioid Bill 
The Senate Health Committee unanimously voted Tuesday to send the panel’s bipartisan opioid bill to the 
chamber’s floor. The panel held seven hearings on the opioid crisis, including one on the discussion draft 
of the bill introduced by Health Committee Chairman Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.) and ranking member 
Patty Murray (D-Wash.). Lawmakers touted the bipartisan process used to craft the Opioid Crisis 
Response Act of 2018 aimed at combating the opioid crisis, which has shown no signs of slowing down. 
(Roubein, 4/24) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Stat: 'Regifting' Transplanted Kidneys Could Ease the Organ Shortage 
Kidneys that have been transplanted once are rarely used again, [Dr. Jeffrey Veale] said, because they 
are seen as damaged goods after going through not one, but two “death events” and because transplant 
surgery can be rough on organs — they get flushed with solution, put on ice, and are sometimes injured 
by the reperfusion of blood, he said. Immune-suppressing drugs can also be toxic to kidneys. (McFarling, 
4/25) 

Stateline: What Care for the Criminally Insane Can Teach Us About Mental Health 
Treatment 
About 14 percent of state and federal prisoners (about 200,000) and 26 percent of jailed inmates (about 
190,000) have serious mental illnesses, according to a report last year by the U.S. Department of Justice. 
Prison and jail officials don’t have the resources to treat them, and many deteriorate behind bars. By 
contrast, in some states those judged to be criminally insane receive better mental health treatment than 
practically anybody else — including people who have never committed a crime. (Ollove, 4/25) 

KCUR: Federal Food Aid is a Crucial Service for Mentally Ill, but Staying in Program is 
Difficult 
It’s a challenge for people with severe mental illnesses to hold down a job or get the medical help they 
need. And that extends to when they try to alleviate hunger by getting on the federal Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP. “(The mentally ill) have some of the highest food insecurity rates 
in this country,” said Craig Gunderson, a University of Illinois professor who researchers hunger and food 
programs like SNAP. “And this holds even after controlling for income, controlling for employment status, 
controlling for a whole bunch of other factors is still those with disabilities including mental health issues 
have substantially higher rates of food insecurity.” (Beck, 4/25) 

The Associated Press: First Drug Approved for Most Common Inherited Kidney Disease 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved the first drug to slow kidney decline in patients with 
the most common inherited kidney disease. Jynarque (jihn-AR'-kew), from Japan's Otsuka 
Pharmaceutical, was approved Tuesday for autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease. The 
progressive genetic disorder is the fourth-leading cause of kidney failure. It causes fluid-filled cysts to 
develop in and damage kidneys. (Johnson, 4/24) 
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The New York Times: In Real Life, SPF 100 Sunscreens May Work Better than SPF 50 
Sunscreens with a rating of SPF 100 may be more effective than ones rated SPF 50, according to a 
randomized trial, even though the Food and Drug Administration says that any SPF above 50 offers no 
additional protection. The study, in the Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology, included 199 
men and women given two tubes of sunscreen, one marked “right” and one “left.” They applied the cream 
to the indicated side of the face and neck, and then went about their normal activities on a sunny day at a 
ski resort. One of the tubes contained SPF 50 cream, the other SPF 100. (Bakalar, 4/24) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

Modern Healthcare: House Bill Would Add Reporting Requirements for 340B Hospitals 
A House Republican on Tuesday unveiled a proposal that would require hospitals participating in the 
340B drug discount program to disclose how much care they provide to low-income patients. But 
healthcare stakeholders warn the bill could place unfair reporting burdens on providers in medically 
vulnerable communities. Rep. Earl "Buddy" Carter (R-Ga.) said the 340B Optimization Act would fix 
reporting issues with the program, claiming the current system does not provide an accurate 
measurement of how many low-income patients receive care at a health system's hospitals, outpatient 
facilities and pediatric clinics. (Johnson, 4/24) 

Reuters: Express Scripts Targets New Migraine Drugs to Change U.S. Pricing Dynamic 
The largest U.S. manager of prescription benefits is telling drugmakers that the current pricing model is 
broken, and taking aim at Amgen Inc and other makers of new migraine medicines to try and fix it. 
Express Scripts told Reuters it is pressing them to forego the usual strategy of setting a high U.S. list 
price, then lowering the cost for health plans through hefty rebates. It is also seeking a refund if the drugs 
don't work within a defined timeframe. The shift could help Express Scripts and other pharmacy benefits 
managers (PBMs) bring prices down, and deflect growing criticism of their role as "middlemen" in the drug 
supply chain. (4/24) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The New York Times: The Strong and Stressed Black Woman 
I provide therapy to people from all socio-economic and racial backgrounds. I am the only black female 
clinical psychologist on the faculty of the department of psychiatry at Northwestern University, and black 
women often come to me in secret, feeling alone and embarrassed. They come despite friends and family 
telling them to “just pray.” They come because they are “desperate” and “can’t take it anymore.” I often 
get requests for informal consultation via email, LinkedIn, even Facebook. They’re skeptical about mental 
health treatment. They don’t want therapy, just to talk, and maybe get some advice. (Inger E. Burnett-
Zeigler, 4/24) 
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CALIFORNIA WATCH                           APRIL 26, 2018 

California Healthline: ‘A Persistent Puzzle’: Californians Embrace Medicaid — But Food 
Stamps? Not So Much. 
The Golden State ranks near the bottom in its enrollment of eligible people in the food assistance 
program known as SNAP. Now state officials want to tap its robust Medicaid rolls to boost SNAP signups. 
(Gorman and Rowan, 4/26) 

The Hill: California ObamaCare Official Urges Trump to Restore Outreach Funding 
The head of the California ObamaCare marketplace is urging the Trump administration to restore 
outreach funding to encourage people to sign up, warning of higher premiums if the step is not taken. 
Peter Lee, the executive director of Covered California, wrote a letter to Health and Human Services 
Secretary Alex Azar on Wednesday calling on him to increase ObamaCare outreach funding. (Sullivan, 
4/25) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

Reuters: U.S. Congress Girds for Fight over Expected Trump Spending Cuts 
The Trump administration is preparing to submit to the U.S. Congress up to $25 billion in immediate 
spending cuts, including possible reductions to social safety net programs, lawmakers said on 
Wednesday, in a move that could upend a budget deal enacted last month. The White House plan, which 
has not yet been unveiled, would call on Congress to rescind funding already enacted into law. It likely 
would be submitted next month, sometime after a recess that ends on May 7. (Cowan, 4/25) 

The Hill: Senate Panel to Vote Next Month on Maternal Mortality Bill 
The Senate Health Committee will vote on a bill next month addressing increasing maternal death rates in 
the U.S., ranking member Patty Murray (Wash.) said Tuesday. The bill, sponsored by Sens. Shelley 
Moore Capito (R-W.Va.) and Heidi Heitkamp (D-N.D.), would support state-level efforts to form review 
committees that specifically track and investigate pregnancy-related deaths, and then look for ways to 
prevent future deaths from occurring. (Hellmann, 4/24) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

Politico: Ronny Jackson Withdraws as Veterans Affairs Secretary Nominee 
Rear Adm. Ronny Jackson has withdrawn from consideration to lead the VA after lawmakers received 
damaging allegations that he created a toxic work environment, drunkenly wrecked a car and maintained 
poor prescription records while serving in the federal government. (Lima, 4/26) 

The Associated Press: Judge Prevents Trump from Cutting Planned Parenthood Grants 
A federal judge has issued a permanent injunction blocking the Trump administration from cutting grants 
to Planned Parenthood that pay for a teen pregnancy prevention program in numerous states. U.S. 
District Court Judge Thomas Rice of Spokane issued his ruling late Tuesday, after listening to arguments 
from attorneys for Planned Parenthood and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
(Geranios, 4/25) 
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OPIOID CRISIS 

The New York Times: Common Pain Relievers Beat Opioids for Dental Pain Relief 
Over-the-counter pain pills are safer and more effective than prescription opioids for controlling the pain 
following dental procedures, a review of the evidence has found. Researchers analyzed five reviews of 
studies of medication and medication combinations for pain relief. They included only reviews of high or 
moderate methodological quality. (Bakalar, 4/25) 

MARKETPLACE 

Kaiser Health News: Hospitals Lure Diabetes Patients with Self-Care Courses, but Costs 
Can Weigh Heavily 
When a routine physical revealed mildly elevated blood-sugar levels, Michael Phillips was strongly 
encouraged to sign up for a diabetes self-management class. Phillips never asked about the cost of the 
two half-day sessions he attended in a conference room at St. Mary’s Hospital in Athens, Ga., and 
doesn’t recall the instructor mentioning it. But the 64-year-old retired bank analyst was flabbergasted 
when he opened his bill after attending. (Appleby, 4/26) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

The New York Times: ‘Desperation Oncology’: When Patients are Dying, Some Cancer 
Doctors Turn to Immunotherapy 
Dr. Oliver Sartor has a provocative question for patients who are running out of time. Most are dying of 
prostate cancer. They have tried every standard treatment, to no avail. New immunotherapy drugs, which 
can work miracles against a few types of cancer, are not known to work for this kind. Still, Dr. Sartor, 
assistant dean for oncology at Tulane Medical School, asks a diplomatic version of this: Do you want to 
try an immunotherapy drug before you die? (Kolata, 4/26) 

Kaiser Health News: ‘Rapid Autopsy’ Programs Seek Clues to Cancer Within Hours of 
Death 
Rapid-autopsy technology has been available for decades. Researchers at the University of Washington 
in Seattle have been using the technique to study prostate cancer since 1991. Scientists at the University 
of Nebraska Medical Center launched a now-robust program in 2000. But only in recent years have more 
hospitals been launching and expanding programs, said Dr. Jody Hooper, director of the Legacy Gift 
Rapid Autopsy Program at Johns Hopkins Medicine in Baltimore. At last count, there were 14 similar 
programs in the U.S. (Aleccia, 4/26) 

The Associated Press: E. Coli Outbreak Linked to Romaine Lettuce Grows to 84 Cases 
U.S. health officials say the E. coli outbreak linked to tainted romaine lettuce has grown and sickened 84 
people from 19 states. The CDC said that at least another 31 cases are believed to be tied to romaine 
lettuce grown in Yuma, Arizona. The agency says those infected range in age from 1 to 88. More than 
half are female. Forty-two people have been hospitalized, including nine battling kidney failure. (4/25) 
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PHARMACEUTICALS 

Stat: Koch-Backed Group Launches National Ad Push to Advance 'Right to Try' 
The Koch-backed group Americans for Prosperity is pouring hundreds of thousands of dollars into a 
renewed push for federal “right-to-try” legislation that aims to give terminally ill patients a new way to 
access experimental therapies. The six-figure ad campaign will include both targeted digital ads and a 
new national television ad that pulls seemingly supportive sound bites from Senate Majority Leader 
Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) as well as longtime proponent Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) and President 
Trump. The latter will air on both broadcast and cable channels. (Mershon, 4/26) 

The Hill: FDA Re-Examining Parkinson's Drug After Reports of Deaths 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is re-examining the safety of a new drug after reports that it has 
potentially caused serious side effects and numerous deaths. The agency confirmed to The Hill it is 
“conducting an evaluation of available information” about Nuplazid, a drug approved in 2016 to treat 
delusions and hallucinations associated with Parkinson’s disease psychosis. (Weixel, 4/25) 

HEALTH IT 

Stat: Can Telemedicine Startup Lemonaid be the Warby Parker of Health Care? 
The first thing you see when you enter Lemonaid Health’s offices is a dazzling bright yellow accent wall. 
Doctors work at desks clustered together in an open-plan office, ducking into smaller offices to conduct 
video visits with patients. The engineering, design, and data science teams sit just steps away. Hanging 
from a standing coat rack is a king’s crown, like the kind found in a child’s dress-up drawer, that 
employees wear proudly on their work anniversary. (Robbins, 4/26) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The Washington Post: America is Obsessed with the Virtue of Work. What about the 
Virtue of Rest? 
Americans love to contemplate — and legislatively promote, to whatever degree possible — the virtue of 
hard work. Here in the United States, we already work more hours per year than our English-speaking 
counterparts in Britain, Canada and Australia — not to mention those enviable denizens of European 
social democracies, who enjoy the kind of leisure time only our highest-paid workers can afford. So 
perhaps it’s not surprising that several new pro-work policy ideas are enjoying attention on the left and the 
right. On the right, work requirements for Medicaid, food stamps and housing assistance represent the 
latest conservative effort to make sure Americans work for any benefits they receive. Meanwhile, on the 
left, the idea of a federal job guarantee has gained increasing attention, showing up in statements from 
the likes of Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.). (Elizabeth Bruenig, 4/25) 

DHNR is a daily compilation of news stories from GCHP’s Communications Department. 
Certain news organizations are protected via a paywall requiring the purchase of a subscription to 

view their content. 
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California Healthline: Tax-Funded Mental Health Programs Not Always Easy to Find 
Revenue from California’s Mental Health Services Act has funded billions of dollars in mental health 
programs across the state, but finding out what’s available — and to whom — could be a challenge for 
consumers. (Bazar, 4/27) 
 
Amigos805: Clinicas Del Camino Real Inc. Recognized as HRSA National Quality Leader 
For the second year in a row, Clinicas Del Camino Real, Inc. has been recognized as a National Quality 
Leader by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA). Quality Leader recognition is 
based on performance information submitted annually through the Uniform Data System. Clinicas del 
Camino Real, Inc. is one of just 47 health center grantees to have achieved National Quality Leader 
recognition out of over 1,300 in the Country. (4/26) 

HEALTH LAW 

Kaiser Health News: Dissecting the Rhetoric vs. Reality of Trump’s Tough Talk on Drug 
Prices 
President Donald Trump has railed against the high price of prescription drugs and famously bemoaned 
how pharmaceutical companies are “getting away with murder.” Yet, many Americans aren’t seeing a 
change in what they pay out-of-pocket. Trump promised a speech on prescription drug prices, and it’s 
expected anytime. Here’s a look at the rhetoric thus far versus the results. (Tribble, 4/27) 
 
The Associated Press: 20 States Seek to Block Obama's Health Care Law 
Twenty Republican-led states are seeking to temporarily invalidate former President Barack Obama's 
health care law while their larger lawsuit against it proceeds. In a February suit, Texas and Wisconsin led 
a coalition arguing that the Affordable Care Act is no longer constitutional after the Republican-backed tax 
overhaul eliminated fines for not having health care coverage. Sixteen states with Democratic governors 
later sought to intervene. They suggested that Democratic attorneys general will have to defend the law 
because President Donald Trump's administration won't. (4/26) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Stat: What Does the Golden State Killer Arrest Mean for Genetic Privacy? 
The identity of one of California’s most notorious serial killers had been a mystery for decades — until this 
week, when law enforcement arrested a suspect. Investigators revealed on Thursday that they made the 
breakthrough using a remarkable tool: a commercial genealogy website. The unusual manner in which 
the Golden State Killer case was cracked has sparked wonderment — as well as privacy concerns about 
how law enforcement can and does use the genetic information that consumers give up to genetic testing 
companies. (Robbins, 4/26) 
 
Los Angeles Times: Here's Why the Apparent Increase in Autism Spectrum Disorders 
May be Good for U.S. Children 
Normally, health officials would prefer to see less of a disease, not more of it. But in this case, the higher 
number is probably a sign that more children of color who are on the autism spectrum are being 
recognized as such and getting services to help them. (Kaplan, 4/26) 
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The New York Times: Caffeine During Pregnancy Tied to Overweight Offspring 
Consuming caffeine during pregnancy may increase the risk for obesity in childhood, researchers report. 
A Norwegian study, in BMJ Open, involved 50,943 mother-infant pairs. The mothers reported their 
caffeine intake at 22 weeks of pregnancy, and the researchers followed their children over the next eight 
years. After adjusting for other variables, the scientists found that compared with the children of women 
who consumed less than 50 milligrams of caffeine a day, those whose mothers had 50 to 199 milligrams 
were only slightly more likely to be overweight at ages 3 through 8 years. (A cup of brewed coffee 
contains about 100 to 150 milligrams of caffeine.) (Bakalar, 4/26) 

WOMEN’S HEALTH 

Modern Healthcare: Trump Could Ban Title X Funding for Planned Parenthood 
The Trump administration will cut Planned Parenthood out of Title X family planning grants with an 
executive order expected in early May, according to a White House aide. It's the most drastic move in 
President Donald Trump's strategy to reshape Title X. The program offers family planning services for 
about 4 million people, and 1.6 million, or 40%, of these get their Title X-funded care at Planned 
Parenthood clinics, according to the Guttmacher Institute, a women's reproductive health policy think 
tank. Trump's 2018 and 2019 budget blueprints called for banning all federal funding to Planned 
Parenthood. (Luthi, 4/26) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

USA Today: Drug Copay Assistance Keeps Patients Alive and Prices, Premiums High 
Copayment assistance groups, created to help patients with the increasingly higher price of drugs to treat 
medical conditions, are under investigation by federal authorities for possibly skewing the cost of health 
care to favor drug companies. The probes, noted by several drug makers in their regulatory filings, are 
slowing contributions to at least two of these assistance groups, charities that sometimes pay top 
executives salaries of $300,000 or more. Critics of these groups, such as Patients for Affordable Drugs 
founder David Mitchell, say they drive up the cost of health care by masking the price of drugs and forcing 
higher costs on the insurance companies that pass them along to consumers and employers. (O'Donnell, 
Robinson, Alltucker and Freeman, 4/26) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

USA Today: Paying for Health Care in Retirement is Expensive. Here's How to Plan 
Retirement and health care are intricately linked, though Americans often don't think of them in the same 
context. And just as many people are behind in accumulating the money needed to pay for a 
comfortable retirement, plenty are falling short in estimating and preparing for out-of-pocket health-related 
expenses. (Russ Wiles, 4/26) 
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